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Fig. 1. Refer to A. J. 
Thompson's article in 
this issue. 
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Fig. 3. Refer to A. J. Thompson's 
article in this issue. 
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Fig. 2. Refer to A. J. Thompson's 
article in this issue. 

Fig. 4. Lunar Crater Atlas. Fig. 5. Lunar Walled Plain 
T. Cragg. 12-inch refr. 985X. Grimaldi. E. J. Reese. 
August 30, 1950. 11hom, U.T. 4-inch refl. 60~. 
Colongitude = 11993 May 13, 1949. 4 15m, U.T. 

Colongitude = 9495 
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Fig. 6. Lunar Crater Conon. 
S. Ebisawa. 13-inch refl. 250X. 
August 23, 1950. 12h 15m, U.T. 
Colongitude = 3496 



THE COMING 1951 NATIONAL CONVENTION OF THE ASTRONOMIC~~ LEAGUE 

It has been decided that this year's National Convention of the Astronomi
cal League will be held at Chapel Hill~ North Carolina9 on September 1-3. Two 
outstanding features of the Convention will be an annular eclipse of the sun 
visible from Chapel Hill and a demonstration of the Zeiss Planetarium on the 
campus of the University of North Carolina. Details about the Convention will 
appear in Sky and Telesco~ as plans mature. 

The League has very kindly invited the Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers to have papers and exhibits at this Convention. It is by no means too 
early for us to start making plans. The papers may be on any subject of astro
nomical interest. They may deal with observational programs, with techniques to 
improve observing~ with optical design~ or with other matters. 

Section Recorders please note! - Many of our members have ideas that would 
surely be of interest to their fellow-amateurs. We hence hope that they will 
organize these ideas into papers and present them at Chapel HilL If you have a 
pet astronomical project, let 1 s hear about it. 

The exhibits are under the charge of the Convention Chairman 9 Mr. G. R. 
Wright 9 830 Hemlock Court 9 N. W., Washington 12~ D. C. Mr. Wright in personal 
conversations with the editor last December expressed his extreme interest in 
having an effective A.L.P.O. exhibit. It should be so planned as to give help
ful instructions in our observing programs. It was once thought that instruc
tions could best be given by personal supervision during a Convention right at 
the telescope 9 but this procedure was rather ineffective in practice. There will 
be the great advantage during the 1951 Convention of the availability of the 
planetarium for instructional purposes. Mr. Wright and the editor would be 
glad to receive ideas and suggestions from A.L.P.O.members about how our exhibit 
can be made most effectiye and informative for the general amateur. Since ob
jects currently observable are likely to command greatest interest, it. night be 
noted that at the time of the Convention Jupiter will be well placed in the even
ing sky and Venus will be approaching inferior conjunction. (As is customary at 
solar eclipses 9 the moon will be new.) 

Finally~ it is greatly desired that a substantial number of A.L.P.O. mem~ 
bers should attend this Convention. To be sure, geographical distances have 
been a serious handicap to the effective organization of American amateur astra~ 
nomers, Although it is also tMle that it is a little early to plan September 
travels 9 it will do no harm to encircle the dates September 1-3, 1g51, on your 
calendar ~ the combination of a planetarium~ an annular eclipse 9 and the oppor
tunity to meet many of your fellow-astronomers should be most attractive! 

A SIMPLE AND D1PORJ:A.f>iT OBSERVATIONA[. __ :E_!!QGRAl-1 FOR A.L.PoO. MEMBERS 

by Walter Ho Haas 

The a.mateur observer is often asking, 11What can I do with my telescope that 
if of scientific value?" Other amateurs frequently inquire, "How may our obser
va.tions be coordinated with the researches of the professional astronomers?" I 
hPve often been asked both questions by AoL.P.Oo members, and I suspect that I 



have not always given satisfying answers! This article will describe 9 however 9 

a specific observational project for the next few months which is so simple as 
to require no more equipment than binoculars or field~glasses but is at the 
same time of definite worth to our professional colleagueso The article is in 
part the outgrowth of an enjoyable personal conversation with DroJoseph Ashbrook 
of the Yale University Observatory in December 9 1950' he has further contributed 
much of the information here presentedo 

Dro Wo Becker opened a new field in planetary observing by amateurs through 
his discovery that all the outer planets undergo slow year-to-year changes in 
brightnesso Readers interested in details should consult "The Meteorology of 
Other Planets 11 9 by Joseph Ashbrook:~ in The Sci~Qtific Monthly~ VoL LXIX 9 Noo 49 

October 9 1949o With the simple and inexpensive equipment availAble to most ama
teurs these changes are most easily observable with Uranus and Neptuneo In fact:~ 
simple visual estimates of the brightness of these two planets are of consider
able scientific valueo The brightness of Uranus 9 after allowance is made for 
its changing distance from the sun and from the earth 9 varies periodi~ally by 
nearly half a magnitude in an 8-year cycleo Although the range in brightness is 
thus small9 . the changes are clearly shown when annual means of the observed 
mangitudes of the planet are takeno The cause of this variation is wholly unex
plainedo It is very desirable that observations of the brightness of Uranus 
should be continued in order to provide the light~curve of this planeto 

I urge AoLoP.Oo members to observe Uranus according to the following plan: 
Use binoculars 9 for the planet has a visual magnitude between five and sixo 
Actually9 binoculars will be much better than any other instrument during the 
balance of the current 1950-51 apparition) for the comparison stars that must be 
used are as much as five degrees distant from the planet 9 and hence not even a 
finder will have a large enough field of view to allow accurate comparisons of 
brightnesso After locating Uranus 9 select ~ two of ~h~ comparison stars from 
the list given below 9 one star beiQ_g ~ littl~ brl:ghter ~han tl:~ Elane~ ~!}Q the 
gth~! ~ little faintero Then estimate the brightness of Uranus £!! ~ sc:~le gf 
~~ to ten 9 where zero represents the brightness of the brighter comparison 
star and ten tha.t of the fainter oneo It should be noted that this plan is 
neither the A~gelaender step~estimate nor the AaA.VoSoOo procedureo However9 it 
is easy enough to followoit is important th~! all E~r!icl:~ting observers shoul3 
~ this scale for their estimate£ so that all the work will be uniform enough 
for an easy and meaningful reductiono As an example 9 if a and b are the brighter 
and the fainter comparison star respectively9 then an estimate of a 5 Uranus 5 b 
would mean that the brightness of the planet was exactly midway between those of 
a and bo The estimate a 1 Uranus 9 b would mean that Uranus was very slightly 
fainter than a 9 a 10 Uranus 0 b would indicate equality with b) etco It is not 
in the least necessary9 and perhaps it is not even desirable 9 to know the stellar 
magnitudes of the comparison stars usedo On each night of observation compare 
Uranus with several different pairs of stars~if possible 9 in the manner describ= 
ed aboveo I''.: will be very satisfactory if each observer undertaking this work 
will estimate the light of the planet on about eight or ten nights in allo 

We give an sphemeris of Uranus~ 



Date ~ight Ascension (1950) Declination (1950) 

1951~ February 1 6h 261!18 + 23° 38' 

February 15 6 25o0 + 23 39 

March 1 6 24o0 +23 40 

March 15 6 23o6 +23 40 

April 1 6 24o2 +23 39 

April 15 6 25o5 +23 38 

Mayl 6 27o8 -t- 23 37 

May 15 6 30o5 -+23 35 

Co!!!J2arison stars used must be selected_ from the fo11owine: list: 

Star Right Ascension Declination A:m~roximate 
1950 1150 Visual Magnitude 

a = 49 Aurigae 6h 32!Jll 28° 1' 5 

b =53 Aurigae 6 35o2 29 1 5t 

c 6 49o0 23 36 5t 

d 6 22!b5 23 30 6 
J 

e = 9 Geminorum 6 14.0 23 45 6 

f 6 35.4 24 38 6t 
As remarked above~ the observer does not need to know exact stellar magni~ 

tudeso 

We think that the information in the two tables above will be sufficient 
for this study and hence omit any chart of the planetus path and its field of 
stars. Presumably our readers have access to Star Atlases such as those of 
Norton and Webb. It might be a great convenience 9 however9 to sketch in the 
path of Uranus in your Atlas from the data Usted above and to mark thereon the 
six comparison stars. 

We cordially invite the cooperation of the American Association of Variable 
Star Observers in this study of Uranuso What we are describing is, after all 9 

variable~star techn1queoA number of our members are also active in the A.A.V.S.O. 
The simple project here outlined could certainly easily be included in the course 
of an evening of variable~star worko 

The br1phtness of Neptune can be studied in the fashion here def\cribed for 
Uranus 9 but finders and very small apertures may be preferable to binocula.rs on 
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DRAWINGS OF JUPITER BY A.L.P.O. MEMBERS 
IN 1950 

Fig. 1. S. Murayama. 
3-inch refl. 1B3X. 
October B. 12h1Bm, U.T. 
O.M.1= 22B0._0.M.2 = 247°. 

Fig. 3. E. Epstein. 
6-inch refl. lBBX. 
September 23. 6h25m, U.T. 
C.M.l = 161°. C.M.2 = 296°. 

Fig. 5. E. E. Hare 
12-inch refl. 200X,300X. 
August 17. 5h 1om, U.T. 
C.M.1 = 320. C.M.2 = 900. 

Fig. 2. R. Missert 
8-inch refr. 360X. 
September 7. 2h4om, U.T. 
C.M.1 = 20°.C.M.2 = 279°. 

Fig. 4. P. J. Nemecek. 
13-inch refl. 200X. 
September 11. 4h 5m, U.T. 
C.M.1 = 2030. C.M.2 = 63°. 



this dimmer planet. 
near future. 

We may carry an article specifically about Neptune in the 

All the principles and techniques of variable star work apply to this pro
gram on Uranus. In making the observations it will be a wise precaution to see 
that the line joining the eyes preserves a constant direction relative to the 
field of stars. It is best to avoid observing when there is moonlight, twilight~ 
or haze} but if these conditions exist~ they should be recorded. It is not anti
cipated that atmospheric seeing-effects will be of any importance with binoculars. 

Th~ observations ~ to be reuorted !.!: the end of the current ~:rparition 
(thus in May or June~ 1951) to Walte_r H. Haas 2 167 }'!. Lucero St. 9 Las Cruces, 
New Mexico~ on a form which I shall supply. There will be no charge for this 
form; it is desired only that it should be used. If interested, write me today 
for your copy of the form. Arrangements have been made for the reduction and 
discussion of these observations of the brightness of ffranus' by Dr. Joseph 
Ashbrook~ Yale University Observatory9 New Haven 11~ Connecticut. He will be 
very glad to furnish additional information to those requesting it of him. 

We have here a simple~ easy9 and worthwhile project and also one of interest 
to professional astronomers. Let us all do something about it! 

SOME SUGGESTIONS ABOUT EYEPIECES 

by Allyn J. Thompson 

Some of the military-instrument eyepieces used in the late war were master
pieces of optical design~and it has been the fortunate lot of the amateur astro
nomer and telescope-maker to fall heir to the surplus supply. One of the best 
of these is the "M-111 9 consisting of two identical achromats~ with an equivalent 
focal length of about 0.765 11 and an apparent field of about 50°. Its only dis
advantage9 from the astronomer 1 s standpoint 9 is its great eye relief, or exit 
pupil distance. Its wide field makes it an excellent eyepiece for use with a 
Barlow lens; but as use of the latter further extends the eye distance so that 
prolonged observing eventually descends to a sparring match between the eye and 
an elusive exit pupil invisibly hovering in spatial darkness (with the eye usual
ly being worsted) 9 the writer sought to do something about it. The solution 
finally arrived at consisted of the addition of a plano-convex field lens of 2" 
foca.l length 9 placed 1/gn ahead of the achromatic pair (see Fig. 1 on pg. 1). 
The original spacing of the M-1 elements was maintained. The e.f.L of the new 
combination is 0.7", and its apperent field of 55° takes in the same width of 
f'i eld as the unaltered M-L Save for a mild increase in distortion, there ··is 
little to distinguish the definition of the new arrangement from that of an 
orthoscopic. The eye distance is considerably shortened, perhaps a trifle too 
much for most comfortlible use at the Newtonian focus 1 but is made comfortably 
convenient when used with a Barlow lens~ as was the actuating motive for the 
experiment a 

Newcomers on the telescope~making scene may be too late to avail themselves 
of the fast~denleting supplies of wartime eyepieces and will have to break in~ 
as did their 1der brethren in pre~war days, on conventional Ramsden eyepieceso 
These~ of course, suffer badly in one way or another when compared to the modern 
orthoscopic~ achromatic 9 Kellner~ modified Kellner9 and Erfle types. With a 
thought" then~ to the amateurqs future chances of acquiring an eyepiece compar
able to one of the fancier kinds named 9 experiments combining such lenses as one 
is able at any ti.me to obtain were madeo Probably the best combination met with 
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consists of a Hastings triplet for the eye lens and a plano~convex field lens 
(See Figo 2 on pgo l)o The triplet is a magnifier known as a triple aplanat 9 

designed by Charles So Hastings and manufactured in this country by Bausch & 
Lomb Optical Companyo It is obtainable at shops dealing in optical merchandise 
and currently can also be obtained9 unmounted and in a one~inch focal length 9 

from a dealer in war=surplus optical goodso* By itself~ the triplet makes a 
splendid ocular~ but its fields) about 30° 9 is on the scanty sideo In the p:a.rti~ 
cular instance illustrated the foca,l lengths of the field lens and the triplet 
eye lens are 1!-~'~ and lu respe~;tively' the separation.§ is 7/l6 11 o The eofoL of 
the combination is 11"~~'~, and the apparent field is 44°o 

Because of field cur.;ature 9 neither of these oculars (which we m:'1y call 
19mongrels") works well at low focal ratioso This should not~ of cou:.:"sf~, be con
strued as a reflection on their virtues, for it is not easy to find an eyepiece 
of any lineage~ and of such wide field~ that wilL But at F/g and above,,. little 
cause for criticism can be foundo The addition of the uncorrected and 1.mcorrect= 
ed~for plano-convex elements theoretically upsets the achromatism; and in the 
case of the altered H~l this situation is borne out in fact~ for a "very slight 
amount of color shows up in the outer parts of the fieldo The field of the 
altered Hastings~ however 9 is apparently colorless out to the edgeo Carvature 
of field in this eyepiece becomes innocuous at high ratios so that when it is 
used either in a Cassegrainian telescope or at the Barlow focus in a Ne,wtonian 9 

definition at the edge is practically as sharp as at the centero While one may 
be inclined then to rate this eyepiece better than the modified M~l~ :l.n feirness 
to the latter it should be remembered that its working field is much lal"gero 

For use at the Barlow focus 9 a Huygenian eyepiece is near],y as good as 
either of the above and is less expensive to makeo A particular instance of the 
writerus is one in which the focal len~th ratio of field and eye lenses is two 
to oneo The fi.eld lens 9 purchased for 35 cents 9 has a focal lenfth of 211 and 
was originally wider and thicker than it needed to be for the purposeo Reduction 
was made by ~rinding away on the plane side until the lens was suitably thinnedo 
In the operatiQn9 the lens was held under the fingers 9 the grinding being evenly 
distributed all over the surface of a 6=inch flat disko It was necessary~ of 
course 9 to be clinically fastidious about keeping abrasive from between the fin~ 
gers and the convex lens surfece' and this was successfully accomplishe,·; ·with no 
scratches occurringo Grinding and polishing (to straight interfe:r-: ";'"' bands 
when tested agatnst an optical flat) were done in a single eveninfo 'l'he lens 
was then pitched to the end of a piece of tubing in the lathe9 was optically 
centered, and was edged to the desired diameter" The eye lens of 111 fo~al length 
cost 15 centso The apparent field of the eyepiece is about 50°~ and at high 
focal ratio:s it is practically without coloro The definition in general 9 out to 
the edge~ is hardly inferior to that of far more expensive typeso 

Properly constructed~ a field stop should be placed in the focal plane of 
all eyepieceso In the case of the positive types this stop is in advance of the 
field lenso For the eyepieces of Figso 1 and 2 the field stop apertures (a) are 
11/1611 and 5/811 respectivelyo In the Huygens or negative type the stop is plac~ 
ed between the lenses 9 in the focal plane of the eye lenso Its aperture 9 in the 
case of Figo 3 on pgo 19 is Oo885 11 o Where eyepieces are to be used in conjunc
tion with a Barlow lens the cleRr aperture of the eye=lens should be opened up 
more than is ordina.rily called for if the full field is to be realizedo 

* Edmund St> 1'" 211, <., Company 9 Barrington~ No J o ; price~ $3 o 75 o 



Note by Editor. Mr. Allyn Jo Thompson will already be well known to many 
of our readers as a telescope-maker and a writer on opticso His address is 1628 
Mayflower Aveo 9 New York 61 9 New Yorko On behalf of our readers 9 we thank Mro 
Thompson very much for his valuable suggestions about improving one element of 
the optical train of the telescopeo 

DIALYTICAL TITBITS 

by E. L. Pfannenschmidt 

Response to our publications on the Brachymedial has been rather gratify
ing, and a number of advanced amateurs have expressed great interest in the in
strument's promising designo Attempts are being made to construct experimental 
Brachyso 

Digging further into the problem, the author has succeeded in contacting 
both Profo E. Staus and Mro Anton Kutter in Germany, who are the only living 
friends of the late Ludwig Schupmanno They have both spent some 15 to 20 years 
on Medial research and are the trustees of Schupmann 1 s work 9 being in possession 
of his original notes 9 manuscripts 9 . and publications. A number of fine Brachys 
have come from their drawing boards which were made by Paul Zschokkeo The author 
is indebted to them for much valuable information on the subjecto We hope to be 
able to publish a major contribution by Mr. Kutter soono 

The construction of a Brachymedial is definitely not a job for the novice 
in amateur optics. If you havenut figured at least 5 precision surfaces to 
1/lOth wavelength of sodium light and aren 1 t firm in dioptrics, don 1 t attempt to 
make one yet. It is true that only spheri~al surfaces are involved; but, being 
4 to 5 in number9 they demand strict figur;ng tolerances if nearly perfect de
finition is to be the resulto Figuring the crown glass object lens to l/8th 
wave will do 9 but the elements of the compensating unit should be 1/lOth or bet
tero Advanced amateurs will~ however9 encounter no serious difficulties. 

Some of the instrumentus advantages are: the compactness of its elements 9 

reduced weight and easy handling, the closed tube 9 the use of glasses with nor
mal indices 9 the small diameter of the flint component, the omni-spherical lens 
surfaces 9 its improved chromatic correction9 its nearly perfect definition 9 and 
the comparative cheapness of constructiono Its main disadvantages are~ the 
number of lens surfaces involved~ strict figuring tolerances 9 the exceedingly 
close mechanical alinement of its optical elements, the necessity to coat all 
air-glass surfaces 9 and its comparatively small field of view. 

A few notes on theory and design may be of valueo In the July and October, 
1950, issues our drawings show a plano-convex crown glass object lens. This is 
not the best type of lens form to choose; a better lens is a crown glass posi
tive meniscus 9 for this lens form comes nearest to meeting the Sine-requirementso 
Convince yourself by studying C. A. Ste1nheil 1 s and E. Abbevs work or by in
specting a photographic Aplanat. The radii of an object lens of approx. F/10 
are not too short 9 the R2 being the longero All spherical surfaces in an eqo 
F/12 or F/15 Brachymedial may be called superficial rather than deep~ which adds 
greatly to the convenience of grinding 9 etc. The crown glass lens need not be 
thick; 1/2 to 1 inch at the edge will do for diameters up to 16 incheso 



However 9 it can be shown that the Sine and Gauss requirements cannot be met 
100% in a Brachymedialo The best compromise is achieved in a design employing 
an s=value of 2a00o If the chromatic difference of magnification (a higher or= 
der aberration) is also to be eliminated = as it must~ if perfect achromatiza= 
tion is to be achieved in a refractor ~ then special color compensating eye~ 
pieces are requiredo This deplorable disadvantage increases in magnitude and 
in proportion to any further increase in s beyond 2o00 and is the reason why 
Schupmann later designed yet another type of Medial 9 which we shall discuss here 
in future issueso 

An F/15 Brachymedial of s ;:;: 2a00 9 properly made but without color compen= 
sating eyepieces 9 should show less secondary spectrum that even the best F/15 
refractor of the same size 9 which is important in bigger apertureso The in= 
strument 1 s color correction could be improved by either calculating and con= 
structing special eyepieces or by employing compensating microscope eyepieces 
available on the marketo Even )_n the latter~ less advantageous~ solution chro= 
matic differences of magnification may be lessened to approxo 30% of the amount 
shown in any good F/15 refractoro The Brachy~s refraction curve will then be 
approxo equal to that of the well known Carl Zeiss 3~element apochromatic B-Type 
object glasso 

Zeiss color compensating microscope eyepieces have a negative dispersion 
-'VB.lue of Oo60o Other products on the market have similar values ranging from 
OoJO to Oo90o The latter should be employed if available since the higher values 
naturally give better results in an s ~ 2a00 Brachyo 

Testing the optical surfaces in the type of Brachy described here is ea.sy o 
There are 5 spherical and 1 plane surface (that of the deflecting flat) to be 
figured~ Of these~ 4 are concave and may be tested according to Foucault or 
Ronchio The convex front surface (Rl) of the meniscus should be tested accord~ 
ing to King prior to the grinding of its inner~ concave surfaceo The flat can 
be tested with any of the properly figured concave lenseso 

Both the object lens and the compensating unit should have carefully made 
mechanical aiinement facilities~ and the eyepiece holder is best mounted on a 
horizontal sledo 

What about the results of all these troubles? Well~ Mro Kutte:::.~ made a 5= 
inch F/15 9 eqo F/20 Brachymedial with an s=value of 2a00o Its tube length is 50 
incheso The chromatic differences of maf.nification arenijt eliminated completely 
because he was forced to use compensating microscope eyepieces with a negative 
dispe:r'sion value of only Oo90o Definition is superb~ and he affirms that not 
even a trained and color sensitive eye is able to detect any trace of secondary 
spMt:rul~to Planetary vie-ws are wonderfuL The telescope was originally designed 
for an F/12 seven inch objective but had to be altered because of difficulties 
in procuring glass during the waro Eight inch F/15 Brachys of :3 2-: 2a00 will per~ 
form equally well with the compen~ating eyepiece mentioned~ provided that they 
are properly calculated and figuredo The Brachy is your apochromatic OG for 
advanced planetary research work 9 and we hope that many of you will try making 
on eo 

Postscrj,pt bv Edi toro Mro Eo Lo Pfannenschmidt is Director of the Planet 
Section of the Bund der Sternfreunde in western Germany, and his address is 
( 20b) Einbe.r::k=H:rrmover 9 Grimsehl Strasse 13 9 British Zone 9 Germanyo His two 
previous pit!pe-;'.c:. in .The Strolling Astronome:r;: (in July and October9 1950) on the 
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optical design of the Medial Telescope aroused much interest among A.L.P.O. 
members, and we think that his third paper here will help answer some of the 
questions raised. In particular, note the optical tolerances demanded in making 
a Medial. We thank our German colleague for another very interesting contribu
tion. 

THE METEORITE OF THE CAMPO DEL CIELO. ARGENTINA 

by Lorenzo Orestes Giacomelli 
(translated from Spanish into English) 

Foreword b Editor. Soon after Mr. Lorenzo Orestes Giacomelli~ Santa Fe 
4124, os Aires,Republica Argentina joined the A.L.P.O. last year,Dr. Lincoln 
La Paz of the University of New Mexico and the editor requested of him any in
formation that he might be kind enough to furnish concerning a meteoritic fall 
in the Campo del Cielo ("Field of Heaven") region of Argentina. Mr. Giacomelli's 
response was indeed more than generous~ At obviously vast expenditure of time 
and effort he compiled a voluminous 130-page report on the Campo del Cielo 
meteorites; this "book" (surely it deserves to be so called~) includes a large 
amount of original source material~ sketches of the craters in the region, a 
bibliography of publications~ a comparative outline of evidence for the reality 
of the Meson de Fierro ("Table of Iron") 9 etc. We regret that it is impossible 
to publish such a quantity of material in The Strolling Astronome!~ though we do 
want to present some extracts from it in future issues. (It may be published, 
at least in part, in larger magazines.) Here we merely give a translation of a 
letter from Mr. Giacomelli to the editor dated October 28, 1950. Dr. La Paz and 
the editor express their very sincere thanks to Mr. Giacomelli for his extensive 
and very cooperative work. But let our Argentine friend tell his own story; we 
think that you, good reader, will find it a fascinating one~ 

Replying to your welcome request and that of Dr. Lincoln La Paz, I have the 
pleasure to send you under separate cover a transcription as complete as possi
ble of all the references collected concerning the craters and the meteorite of 
the Campo del Cielo. 

I must tell you, Mr. Haas, that I am a modest subscriber, very much in
terested especially with all that relates to the astronomical sciences. I have 
the pleasure to be admitted as a member of the AaL.P.O., of which you are the 
Director; also I am an associate of the SociJt~ Astronomique de France. My aim 
has been to gather all the literature I could about the meteorite of the Gran 
Chaco with the result that, besides publications at present completely out of 
print for sale to the public and in addition to data found in my private Librar,y, 
I had recourse for the great majority of references to the publications of the 
Argentine Museum of Natural History of Buenos Aires, the Argentine Scientific 
Society, the Directory of Mines and Geology of Buenos Aires, etc., and have con
sulted important newspapers of this Capital and others from the interior of the 
country, finding in all these sources, personally, the material which I describ
ed. In this manner I have come to group the studies relating to the meteorite, 
as well as what I have written about it. The works carried out b,rdifferent 
scientific personalities I transcribed separately with a correspo~ding index for 
better reading. In continuing, permit me to make a small resume (besides the 
one which I sent you separately in an expanded fo~ with full particulars) of 
what was known up to the year 1929 - and also the latest infonnation gathered by 
me - concerning: 
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During the period in whic:h it was an inhospitable region of dangerous 
animals 9 where the silence 'Was interrupted only by the courar-eous honey=seekers 
("Melerosn) y the only beir.:gs who ~hut themselves up in that hot 9 savage~ and 
dil!lnsely entangled region in sear,ch of honey9 the savage Indians already knew 
that vast table=land of 11 0t.umpa~~', which they desigru1ted by the native name of' 
11Pilguen Non:ralta" or Campo del Cielo becaUi3e they believed that the vtstones" 
which they encountered in that soil were a message from the skyo This name was 
known f;:com the lgth century on~ and the site was definitely so called9 thus this 
great extension of Argentine lando This region is located on the bou..."lda:ry of 
the pr'0'7ince of Santiago del Estero with the Gran ChacJo in the zone located be~ 
tween the 27th and 28th degree~ of south latitude and between the 6lst and 62nd 
degrees of longitude west of Greenwich (270 30u 58~54 So and 610 44u 26~05 Wo)~ 
which forms part of a unity that e;an be termed 11 llanura chaco~bonaerense 1c o 

Tha sucCJcessi ve d.1sc:overies of great block.:~ of iron cause us to ponder on 
the privilege of this part of the planet which we inhabit for attracting these 
meteoritic rock~~ especially if we wish to refer to the one which was supposed 
to have fallen in the pre=Columbian periodo We do not have~ however~ exact in= 
formation upon the period in which there fell t~he meteorite of the Gran Chaco 9 

called various things but chiefly known by the common name of Meson de Fierro 9 

given apparently by its configuratiorq but the records found in the Archive of 
the ImHas at Seville lead us to beUeve that this stone fell before the dis~ 
covery of Ameri:::ao 

Various ex-peditions left Santiago del Estero to search for ito 

In the year 1576 Herri"ari Mexia de Miravsl made an expedition to the Gran 
Chaco in :search of a large mass of iron 9 which the Indians had told about and 
which wa~ thought to be a stone fallen from the skyo On his return he declared 9 

before eyew1tnesses~ that he had discovered a mass of' iron 9 of which he showed 
some .fragmentso De Miravalns is con~idered the first expedition to the desert 
in seare;h of the stone of irono Later~ in the year 17749 Bartolomi Francisco de 
Maguna,. knowing of a Bilve:r- mine in the Chaco 9 resolved to search for it and 
found in the desert a slab of metal~ its analy;:!is 9 carried out in Madri-1 9 showed 
the pre5ence of Bilver and tron o:t much purityo Iri 1776 de Magtma made another 
journey to the Chaco &J.d extracted ·va.:rious fragments from this large slab; he 
drew a map shm.ring l ta lo;;;atlon and shapeo When the mineral was examined in the 
year J..77~, it was dlsccr\rer~,d to lack the silver that it was believed to contain, 
tm:rdng out t.o 'c:onsis"t solely of iron" 

L,s.ter9 in tne yea:r 1779~ Fr:anc::'Lsc:o de Ibarra was sent to the Chaco with 
ord•e::rs to remo7e whatever quantity of iron he couldo This expedition arrived at 
the iron 8·1ab(Fierro} situated in YJre great table~land of' the desert of"Otumpaw 9 

and 'tnere th·ey ~arr"ied out t,:'Je measurement of the meteorite and cut off some 
fragmen'>~.s ·with chii.Sel::J 9 with great dif'ficulty bacause of the hardness of meteori~ 
ti~ iror.o Th:e:se fragment.s 'Were then analyz,ed ~hemi~ally for the first time in 
1779 by Hig:.:t::Jl 0 1 Gol"'T!lan (Argentina)~ and they proved to contain some iron of 
excellent quaLH,y~ 

There now comes the last expedit1un which arrived at the Meson de Fierro~ 
and it cw&,s 1"'0. in y,he year 1?83 by Miguel Rub{n de Celis 9 w·ho was sent by the 
then vi;3:e:; ~ '· i :9'u.enos Aires u Thi~ ex'Pedi tion reached the Meson' and as a con= 
sequent cf. ·;.. l.a..::k of belie:t in the sidereal origin of meteoritic stones (which 
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disbelief flourished in the epoch prior to the studies of Chladni in 1795) and 
his supposition that this stone had "roots"~ de Celis proceeded to dig a deep 
hole around it and lifted the meteorite out with poleso There was this dis~ 
covered what he called the "bed" in which the piece of iron was buried~ this 

· deeper soil being similar to that on topo Howevery because of this upturning 
nothing is known of the depth to which the meteorite penetrated in the hole that 
it opened 9 which it is supposed with the passing of time must ~ave become covered 
with earth and grass along with the meteorite itselfo Rubin de Celis made a 
sketch of the Meson~ cutting off fragments from it~ and drew a map of its geo
graphical location~ presenting in 1786 a paper about it to the Royal Society of 
London. The fragments he removed were analyzed by J. Lo Proust in 1788 9 then by 
E. Howard 9 Lo No Vauquelin~ and Mo Eo Klaproth~ who classified it as a nickel~ 
iron alloy. 

There followed other expeditions in search of this stone. One of them 9 in 
1803~ carried out by Diego Brayo de Rueda~ Jer6nimo Castellanos~ and Fernando 
Rojas 9 found 9 without reaching the Meson a large block of iron weighing about 
a ton 9 which the chemical analysis of the period classified as pure meteoritic 
iron. Some saddletree pistols were made from part of this block at the Arsenal 
of War of Buenos Aires, under the direction of Esteban de Luca9 one of which was 
presented in 1816 to President Ao Jackson of the United States by the Director9 

J. M. Pueyrred6n, another piece was presented in 1823 to the English Consnl 9 

Goodbine Parish 9 and he in turn sent it to the celebrated physicist 9 Humphrey 
Davy9 who catalogued it among the 400 meteorites of the British Museum. Esteban 
de Luca made an analytic study of this piece 9 but some of his conceptions were 
subsequently discredited. This fragment was analyzed by E. Howard (London); and 
his results were made known in the Argentine by the chemist 9 Manuel Moreno 9 in 
1822 confirming that this iron came from a meteorite. In 1895 Jose J. Jo Kyle 
(Argentina) classified it as meteoritic iron7 in the year 1898 the chemist 0. 
Sjostron made a complete analysis of this fragmento 

In 1804 an expedition was carried out by Fernando Ro,jas~ about which no 
concrete facts are knowno Finally9 other expeditions~ both civilian and mili~ 
tary9 were made between the years 1849 and 1883 9 none of which attained its 

. principal objective of discovering the great meteoriteo It is necessary to point 
out that all these expeditions were certainly not made with ease) all the mem
bers suffered in their turn many and greet difficulties; the dense forests 9 the 
terrible heat 9 the bloodthirsty animals and the poisonous ones 9 the awful soli
tude in that region filled with barbarity~ and above all the lack of water made 
enormously difficult the labor of the explorerso 

We come now to the most recent period~ to the year 1913~ in which Manuel 
Santillan Suarez discovered in the region called "Lake of the Paila 11 various 
meteoritical pieces 9 which were analyzed in the Argentine by the chemists Walter 
Schiller9 Hercules Corti 9 and Enrique Herrero Duclous~ who attributed them to a 
meteoritic origino In his turn in the year 1923 Francisco Retamar announced the 
finding of a large block of iron weighing more than four tons 9 which was given 
to the Natural History Museum of Buenos Aires and 'was designated "El Toba11 o The 
chemist Auguste Helman Gauna (Argentina) made the first chemical study of this 
stone and observed the Widmanstaetten Figures~ though these were not revealed in 
a later analys13o Two more meteoritic pieces were discovered and were trans
ferred in their turn to the Museum of Buenos Aires 9 one being named "El MocovL" 
The chemist Eo Herrero Duclous made analytical studies of both "El Toba" and 
"El Mocovi 11 in the year 1925 and 1929o His studies revealed in the constitution 
of "El Toba11 ten dominant c:hemi!Clal elementg~ iron 9 nic;kel, cobalt 9 carbon (as 
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graphite)~ tin sulphur~ phosphorus 9 chronium~ manganese 9 and silicon 9 indicating 
for the pieces analyzed a meteoritic origino 

The pieces discov;red during the present century have all been found in the 
environs of the Estacion Gancedo~ Chaco Nacional (situated at 27° 30 1 o8n south 
latitude and 610 42 1 23~ west longitude) within the bounds of the Campo del 
Cieloo Other fragments from the Campo del Cielo 9 not precisely located and of 
small weight 9 were donated at the beginning of this century to the Museum of 
Buenos Aires by the learned Argentine Florentino Ameghino and by Santiago Roth 9 

Antenor Alvarez, and Enrique de Carles 9 being analyzed by Eo Herro Duclouxo 

In addition to the pieces mentioned as present in the Huseum of Natural 
History of Buenos Aires 9 there also exist other pieces in the Museum of La Plata 9 

the Museum of Natural History of Paris 9 the Field Museum of Chicago 9 and the 
Ward Coonley Collection of Chicago; and others are in private collectionso 

/ In the year 1923 the Argentine geologist Juan Jose Nagera went to the Chaco 
to make a geological study of the region of the Campo del Cielo 9 of the craters 
and the meteorite 9 contributing to the clarification of the origin of the iron 
masses in this regiono He studied the craters, helieving that one of them 9 whieh 
was called "Rubin de Celis~ and was the most ancient and the deepest of all~ 
could be of the pre~Spanish period~ and giving ri3e to the thought that the fall 
of the meteorite of the Gran Chaco took place before the discovery of America" 
He was of the opinion~ however9 that these craters might be of human constn1c~ 
tion~ being of different ages, As regards the iron fragments that he discover
ed in the "Crater Rubfn de Celis"~after studying them he referred to the analyses 
made by Oo Sj()str(;n and tho~e performed by Ho Corti to supgest in addition the 
meteoritic origin of the pieces discovered = if indeed they were not able to ob~ 
tain the Widmenstaetten Figures" 

The Arpentine geologist Enrique de Carles~ who brought about the removal of 
the meteorite afterwards called"El Toba~ to the Museum of Buenos Aires, 'in 19249 

studied this meteorite at its place of origino 

Other persons have occupied themselves with the meteor:ltes of the Chaco in 
one way or another, among them are Ao Jo Carranza 9 Ao Gancedo~ Jo de la Serna~ 
Co Onelli 9 Ho Doello .Turado 9 Eo Sparn 9 and Ho Kantor of Argentina and Go To Prior~ 
Mo Hey~ and Ao Lo Coulsen of Enp:lando 

The study as well as the value of the 'lletal 9 the geographic location~ and 
the hypothetical ownership of the great meteorite gave studious Argentinians 
motives to put forth their points of view on scientific controversies and al~o 
in order to clarify equivocations 9 since some did not believe in the existence 
of the pieces and others attributed them to a volcanic origin? there were also 
those who took for granted their rights over the great ~tone in the event that 
they should find ito 

Now 9 Mro Haas 9 this information covers up to 1929 9 as I told you before 9 

the fRets which I have been able to gather from various sourceso In order to 
complete the information which I want to send to you 9 it rema:ins only to report 
the latest news about the mattero You asked me to make a personal visit 9 if 
possible~ to the Campo del Cielo with the object of gathering information upon 
ito I know so~ething of the region because I have made trips to the province of 
Entre Rio~q and it has been my desire to make this visit and to take some photo= 
graphs and gee, a f1rsthand idea of the area 9 but it has not been possible for 
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two reason~~ first 9 becau8e of the impossibility of my reaching the point in 
question~ a distance of some 1~200 kilometers from thi~ Capital~ and second, be
cause I would not be able right now to give you adequate scientific information 
in the light of what has already been doneo Also 9 it would have been necessary 
to organize a scientific expedition and to explore in an inconclusive manner 
the great area known as the Campo del Cielo~ examining the ground in all direc
tions with an electromagnetic meteorite detector like the one constructed by Dro 
Lincoln La Pazo 

But since I believe that these circum~tances now hindering me are not at 
cross purposes with the interest which one can ha.ve in all that pertainiS to 
science 9 I have wanted to obtain all recent information about the present state 
of the investigations of the meteorite of Gran Chaco in order to be able to give 
you the most complete information po~sible about such an interesting mattero 
With the object of trying to augment the da.ta already acquired and brought to 
light and having obtained what I wanted up to the year 1942~ I consulted the 
"Bibliography of the Geology of Argentine" by Enrique Sparn in which there are 
mentioned the publications which I have listedo From this date forward I did 
not find any reference to publications about the meteorite of Chacoo I have gone 
t9 tne Library of the Directory of Mines and Geology of Buenos Aires 9 finding no 
information upon new publications nor upon a single new discovery about the great 
stoneo / ~a~e visited~ and had the pleasure of talking with, the geologist Dro 
Juan ,Jos . Nagera who told me that he knew of no more publications or recent in
formation on it 9 confirming for me that nothing is now being found out about the 
famous Meson de Fierro 9 and repeating what he had written about it when he had 
an opportunity~ That according to the study which he had made of the craters of 
the Campo del Cielo 9 they presented visible signs of bjing of human construction, 
and that if thecraters of the "Black Lake 11 and "Rubin de Celis" could be the 
results of meteoritic impacts 9 this hypothesis had no confirmation from himo 

Dro Romeo Croce of the Geological Section of the National Museum of Natural 
History of Buenos Aires has had the kindness to inform me that at the presant 
time they know nothing new concerning the Meson de Fierro, and in the library of 
this Museum they made available to me all the literature which they had relating 
to this stoneo From publications in my private Library I have transcribed some 
extracts which relate to the Campo del Cielo and which prove wh~t vague and in
accurate concepts have been published with respect to tha.t zone of the Chaco a 

I consider that I have not gone to the sources of information most impor
tant for the object I desiredo 

The illustrations of the sketches of the stone and of 11El Toba" which I am 
sending you are photo copies which I have had made from the work of Ao Alvarez 1 

"El Meteorito del Chaeo 11 o It was not possible for me to get a small fragment of 
the meteorite "El Toba 19 to send :to you as a 5ample 9 as would have been my desireo 
In my visits to the Mu:seum of Buenos Aires I have often seen this meteorite, 
"El Toba" 9 which is displayed in a special place at the entrance to the Museum" 

As regards the giant 9 principal meteoritic stone of the Campo del Cielo,the 
one known down through time as the Heson de Fierro 9 we can say with certainty 
that nothing 1.s known of it since up to now it has not been possible to locate 
it, although there are found po~£~1:bllities of its existence in accord with a 
discreet ~:1t1dgment of the matter in the darkness of uncertaintyo 

I hope and desire with this 9 Mro Haas~ to 
quest; and I think that you will be able to 
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meteorite of the Campo del Cielo with this work which I send you~ compilation~ 
and observations made by me with the best will and interest and the desire that 
they will be of value for the gratuitous goals which the esteemed Association i5 
pursuing a 

l]n November 5~ 1950~ Mro Giacomelli wrote that the Geological Division of 
the Museum of Natural History of ~,enos Aires was preparing to send an expedi
tion to the Gran Chaco to ~earch for the Mesonc The date of departure of the 
expedition was not then knowno Dro Romeo Croce invited Mro Giacomelli to join 
this e!fPedi tion 9 but our contributor was obliged to decline with reereto This 
expedition may well uncover significant new information about the meteoritic 
fall herein discussedo - EditoiJ 

OBSERVATIONS AND CO~~~TS 

We have been very pleased to note the keen interest of many of our readers 
in Dro Bartlett 1 s article called "Maedlerus Sqnare" in our December9 1950, issueo 
In his article our Baltimore colleague presented stronP' evidence for a major 
topographical change in a large lunar formationo H. Go Allen, Co M. Cyrus 1 and 
a few other A.LoPoOo members have made recent observations of the region of 
Maedlerus Square and have found its present appearance to be substantially in 
accord with Dro Bartlett 1 s descriptionso The remarkable features and artificisl
look1ng aspect noted by Haedler~ Webb~ and Neison have been la.ck-lng a Of course~ 
these recent observations shed no direct light on the problem of a major topo~ 
graphical change in the pasta The editor has sent out several inquiries in 
attempts to obtain evidence on this point~ in~luding photographic evidenceo When 
the replies have been received~ they will be discussed in a future issuea A 
photograph taken by Lo Mo Rutherford in 1870 (and kindly shown to the editor at 
the Harvard College Observatory on December n~ 1150 9 by Dro Dorrit Hoffliet) 
reveals that the modem appearance of the Square already existed in that yearo 
Therefore, any change that occurred must have occurred before 1870a 

In several of our 1950 issues we recorded a number of ob3ervations of cur~ 
ious objects seen crossing the sun or the moono Speaking of such objects 9 Mro 
Ha G. Allen wrote in pa.rt as follows on December 10~ 19 I have never seen anything 
crossing the sun or moon that I wasn u t sure I could identi.fyo Hany birds and one 
airplane were observed crossing the moono Besides them I have also seen a num
ber of black specks, especially at times when I accidentally jarred the tube of 
the telescope while observing. At first this puzzled me until I jarred the tube 
purposely 9 and a few more would slide pasta They were undoubtedly due to dust, 
probab!Y on the field~lens of the eyepiecea They were usually in fairly good 
focus Liaeo 9 apparently sharply defined= Editor~ Perhaps this rea3on may ex~ 
plain some of the curious objectso 19 Mro Alienus telescope is a 3a5=inch reflec= 
tor a 

We have on hand a single observation of Saturn during its current appari
tion9 one made by Lo T. Johnson with his lO~inch reflector on December 9 9 1150o 
(As is usual in The Strolling Astronomer, all dates are by Universal Time)o The 
rings were very dulL Ca.~sini 1 s Divii5ion was :seen at the ansae? but the Crape 
Ring was not definitely ~eeno The rings and their :shadow were clearly resolved 
near the limbs of the planet but not at the central meridian (CoMo)o Two or more 
dark spots were strongly suspected in a broad North Temperate Belta The South 
Equatorial Belt was more narrow and less conspicuous than the North Temperate 
Belta The gloYe of Saturn was dusky both north of the NoTaBo and ~outh of the 
SaEoBo; it 'was bright between these two beltso 
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SECTION IV 

OF 
H.P. WILKINS 300-INCH MAP OF THE MOON 
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Reproduced with the kind permission of Mr. Wilkins 
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